Digital angiographic impulse response analysis of myocardial perfusion: influence of heart rate and blood pressure changes on microcirculatory transit time measurement in the normal canine coronary circulation.
The study describes the effect of acute changes in aortic blood pressure and heart rate in the intact normal canine coronary circulation on digital angiographic measurements of the mean transit time of the microcirculation compartment and on direct flow meter measurement of resting and maximal hyperemic coronary blood flow. The mean transit time of the radiographic contrast material through the normal coronary circulation was calculated in 20 dogs by the impulse response analysis from serial digital coronary angiograms under systematically changed blood pressure and heart rate conditions. The mean aortic blood pressure (MAP) was controlled by the inflation of a balloon in the descending aorta (70-150 mmHg). The heart rate was altered by atrial pacing (90, 120, and 150/min). The mean transit times (T mu) of contrast material across the myocardial microcirculation which had been recently shown to correlate with coronary flow reserve (CFR) in stenosed arteries in the canine model were calculated under resting and hyperemic flow conditions from 428 selective coronary angiograms after a hand-injected contrast bolus, T mu was found to be heart rate independent. T mu-1 was linearly correlated with MAP (r = 0.7). There was no difference in T mu under resting and hyperemic flow conditions at comparable MAP. The corresponding distribution volume (V mu) of the microcirculation was calculated as the product of the mean transit time T mu and the measured coronary blood flow. Under resting flow conditions, V mu decreased with rising MAP. Furthermore, V mu increased with rising heart rate, V mu was constant during blood pressure or heart rate changes under hyperemic flow conditions. The data suggest that CFR whether by direct measurements of flow or by radiographic assessment of contrast material kinetics should be standardized with respect to hemodynamic conditions of heart rate and MAP.